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Over the past month, the possibility of an all-out trade war has increased significantly. In early June, the United States went forward and
imposed a 25 percent tariff on steel imports and 10 percent on aluminum imports on Canada, Mexico, and the European Union. All three
parties affected by the tariffs
have responded by imposing
tariffs on U.S. exports. The
White House continued by
proposing additional tariffs on
China, targeting the auto imports worth around $275 billion and an additional $400
billion on other products. The
$675 billion is currently just
“proposed” tariffs and still
need to be announced as
“official” tariffs. Then, the
tariffs still need to be implemented, so there are a couple
more hurdles to jump before
we get there. Those hurdles are
very, very important. The hope
is that the threat of these large tariffs will bring successful negotiations so all parties can come together to get something accomplished. One
thing to keep in mind – to convince other countries that the U.S. will go ahead with these tariffs, the White House probably needs to be persuasive enough to convince the financial markets as well. We’re sticking with our base case of a non-trade war and trade negotiations will
happen, but are less confident than we were a month ago. Maybe that’s a good thing?
The Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) and European Central Bank (ECB) both took steps to tighten monetary policies. The FOMC
raised interest rates for the second time this year, increased overnight excess reserves by 20 basis points to 1.95 percent. The FOMC will also
increase the total number of rate increases for 2018 from three to four. June’s rate hike was anticipated and was priced into the market, but
the notes in the statement were more hawkish this time around as compared to previous meetings. One key line, “rates will remain low for
some time,” was removed from the statement and the FOMC also projects the unemployment rate will reach 3.6 percent by the end of the
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Retail Sales - consumer spending seems to be hitting its str ide
as the most recent retail sales data beats consensus estimates pretty
easily. Consumers are the driving force behind the U.S. economy
and consumers are feeling really good about the economy by showing it with their pocket books.
Inflation - PCE, PPI, & CPI (all inflation indexes) ar e all above
the Fed’s target level of two percent. The Fed has been pretty flawless with the monetary policy since the Great Recession and now
needs to keep inflation in check. If inflation starts to pickup more
quickly and the Fed starts to raise rates faster and sooner to fight
inflation, that could spell the end of this bull market cycle. We
don’t expect this to happen until later 2019.
Housing Market - the housing mar ket seems to be getting a
frothy as prices have increased pretty quickly over the last 12
months. Mortgage rates have increased, but not enough to slow
buyers down. We are no where near “housing bubble” crazy, but
prices are going up a little too fast compared to historical rates.

year. Europe is a few years behind the U.S. in terms of their monetary policy, but are following a similar path the Fed. took to get the
economy going on the right track. One thing the ECB needs to contend with that the Fed didn’t have to worry about is Brexit and how
that could negatively impact the economy. Global growth continues to be the theme, but central banks are not (hopefully) going to let it
get to out of control.
Our long-term view (multiple years) for equity markets is still bullish. We believe we are in the middle part of a secular bull market and
with the previous two secular bull markets lasting 17 years, we could be in for a nice ride if this one plays out similarly. While we
maintain our bullish stance in the intermediate-term (9-15 months), we have moved to a more cautiously bullish stance. The economy is
still very strong and corporate earnings have been solid for the last few quarters. However, as we look farther out towards the second
half of 2019 we suspect the tight labor market and Fed tightening to put pressure on the economic growth, could lead to a recession and
downturn in the stock market. Recessions and market downturns are unavoidable, but the silver lining is that when they happen inside a
secular bull market, historically they haven’t been as bad as they have been in secular bear markets. In the short-term (weeks to
months), we see market volatility coming back after reaching historically low levels 2017. In fixed income, we are maintaining our over
-weights in International Emerging Markets, High Yield bonds and Floating Rate bonds. We are under weight in U.S. Government
Bonds and Mortgage-Backed Securities. Our research team is constantly evaluating our products and tactical position inside both our
fixed income portfolio and equity portfolio, looking at both larger trends and short-term opportunities. With daily monitoring to accounts on an individual basis, we continue to rebalance accounts when they fall too far from their equity-to-fixed income ratio.
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